**Emory Arts Fellows Program [2022–2023]**

Film and Media Practice  
Emory University, Atlanta, GA  
Department of Film and Media

Application deadline: 3/15/22

The Department of Film and Media at Emory University invites applications for a one-year fellowship in film and media practice, beginning fall 2022. The Emory Arts Fellows Program is an initiative of Emory Arts, and is supported through a generous gift from Sarah Arison ['07B].

Emory’s Department of Film and Media seeks a practitioner working in experimental film as its 2022–2023 Arts Fellow. Practitioners of non-narrative and alternative narrative cinema [e.g., VR, AR, experimental animation, etc.], of film/media works integrating various types of performance, and of time-based media innovating new approaches to visual research are all encouraged to apply.

Beginning September 1, 2022, the twelve-month, full-time Fellowship provides a $45,000 salary, health benefits, $10,000 in Emory-approved research funds, an on-campus working space, and support for an on-campus exhibition of work [screening program and/or installation] during the spring semester. The Fellow will teach one class per semester within their area of expertise and in consultation with the department chair. In addition to teaching in-person, Fellows are expected to maintain regular office hours, participate in on-campus arts events, and actively engage students during the fall and spring sessions. Fellows are welcome to pursue their own work during the 2023 Summer Sessions. Access to film and media equipment and facilities will be available from August 2022 through August 2023.

Bachelor’s degree required. MFA preferred. Emphasis of training should be film and/or media practice or related field of visual arts.

Submit electronic dossier consisting of: CV, cover letter, artist statement with brief career narrative [2-pages max], portfolio of recent work [3 pieces max, 10-minute total runtime each, can include web links and passwords if necessary], and the names and e-mail addresses of three references to: [http://apply.interfolio.com/102140](http://apply.interfolio.com/102140)

Cover letters should address how the fellowship will facilitate the candidate’s professional development, describe the courses to be offered during the 2022–2023 term in relation to the department’s recent listings, and include a statement of preparation for teaching and mentoring students from diverse backgrounds.

Emory University is an equal employment opportunity and affirmative action employer. Women, minorities, people with disabilities and veterans are strongly encouraged to apply.